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One of the general challenges of group exhibitions is setting a substantial and/or
formal bracket in which the positions shown can take place without losing their integrity. Commonly,
works are used in an illustrative manner or reduced to partial aspects, which has once again
increased in the last fifteen years due to the rise of the supra-instance 'curator'. WHIMSIES
understands itself as a question of how, in the context of a group exhibition, a scenario can be
designed that respects the multidimensionality and complexity of the works presented without
slipping entirely into arbitrariness. Or, in other words, how can the production and maintenance of
hermeticism be organized in an environment that constantly demands explanations and discursive
resolution? From our perspective, the lever for such an exhibition project can actually only be to
exhibit reservedness, incidentally in full awareness of the contradictoriness of wanting to present on
the one hand, but organizing and perpetuating hermeticism on the other.
Despite significant differences, the works by Gina Folly, Ethan Assouline, and Jan
Domicz are united by a certain whimsicality towards the viewer. Whimsical in that they do not reveal
everything, but flirt with withdrawal and enigma. Which, however, should not be misunderstood as a
pose, but rather as a serious possibility of a different approach to the works that is not already laid out
and spelled out.
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